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On i February 1958 at 0348 U.T. earth satellite 1958 Alpha
(Explorer I) was launched from Cape Canaveral. This satellite contained
a Geiger M'uller tube for the measurement of the flux of energetic charged
particles, and detectors for determining the micrometeorite flux and
satellite temperature (see Figure 1) o The high power transmitter and its
associated instrumentation operated until partial exhaustion of the
transmitter batteries on 12 February 1958. The transmitter reappeared
briefly on 24 February_ The low power system operated properly until
about 0700 U oTo on 16 March, at which time the batteries powering the G.Mo
tube circuits became exhausted. During the operating time a large amount of
data was recorded by a network of seventeen receiving stations. A sampling
of early recordings was reduced and analyzed as they arrived from the
receiving stations. These data, in conjunction with data from the first
few orbits of 1958 Gamma (Explorer III), resulted in the announcement on
1 May 1958 of the region of high intensity radiation surrounding the
earth (Van Allen_ 1958) o
The detailed, complete reduction of the 1958 Alpha data has now been
completed° This paper is a tabulation of all the data received from this
Now at the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.
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satellite. It consists primarily of two parts. The first part is the
master recording log on which are listed all recordings of the satellite
signals obtained by the receiving station network. The actual data tabu-
lation is contained in part two.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
A complete description of the satellite instrumentation has been
published (Ludwig, 1959) and will not be repeated here. The GoMo tube was
a cylindrical Anton type 314 halogen quenched one having a stainless steel
wall with a thickness of about 0.127 cm. The counter was surrounded by the
0°058 cm. thick stainless steel payload wall, making a total shieldimg of
1o46 _ 0.07 g/cmo 2 (extrapolated range for electrons of energy 3 Mev_ or
range for 30 Mev0 protons) for particles incident normal to the longi-
tudinal axis of the tube.
The efficiency c of the G.M. counter for energetic charged particles
was 85 + 3%. Its omnidirectional geometric factor G defined as
O
Go = 0.25 m a _ (1 + a/2g)
where a is the effective diameter and _ is the effective length, was
17,4 + 1.0 cm 2 o
w
Thus the c_nidirectional flux J _s given by
O
R
J = _ = 0.068 R
o cG
O
where R was the true counting rate°
The relationship between the true counting rate R and the apparent
counting rate r is not linear at high rates due to counter dead time and
scaler pulse amplitude threshold effects. Since the existence of the high
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intensity trapped radiation was not anticipated before the flight of 1958
Alpha, it was believed that the counter would always operate on the lower
linear portion of the R vs r curve; thus the R vs r calibration of the
flight instrumentation was not performed. After the discovery that the
flight counter was being saturated, this relationship was determined for
the spare payload and was found to be well represented by the one
parameter formula :
r = Re-RT (1)
where V_ = 344 microseconds, corresponding to r = 1069 sec -I. The
max
_ -imaximum observed rate in fl_gh0 of 1958 Alpha varied from 2480 sec to
-i -i
about 2150 sec . The single best choice of r seems to be 2250 sec .
max
Hence, in the correction of the tabulated apparent counting rates to true
rates, it is suggested that the formula (i) be used with _ = 164 microseconds.
For example; an apparent rate r of 2250 sec -I is taken to correspond to a
true rate R 6100 sec "l
= ; as_another example an apparent counting
-i -i -i
r of 1500 sec corresponds either to 2130 sec or to 13,300 sec
The intrinsic ambiguity of formula (I) can usuallybe resolved without
difficulty by a general examination of the context - i.e., position in
space and other data in that general region and continuity of the data
- and by a study of the statistical fluctuations of the apparent counting
rates (which are relatively greater on the lower branch of the r vs R
curve). The foundations for arriving at the above procedure for the
de±ermination of R obviously permit a progressively greater uncertainty
for values of r greater than about 1800 sec-l_ though reduction to true
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rates is believed to be worthwhile nonetheless in order to learn the general
nature of the dependence of R on positional coordinates.
The temperature characteristics of the G.M. tube and circuitry for
the flight payload were determined with the entire payload placed in a
temperature chamber and operating from the internal batteries and with the
G.M° tube illuminated by a Co 60 gamma source maintained at a fixed position.
The results of this test, Figure 2, show that the temperature effect was
negligible_ at least at low counting rates°
The receiving stations which participated in the gathering of the
1958 Alpha data are listed in Table I. This table also lists the nt_nber
of recordings which produced usable data received by each station° The
Tokyo station was not one of the regular network of Minitrack and
Microlock stations but was an independent station established by the
Radio Research Laboratories 3 KokubunJi, Tokyo° The cooperation of th@se
Laboratories is gratefully acknowledged.
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1958 Alpha Receiving Stations
Transmitter
Type Received Code
Minitrack High Power 0
Minitrack High Power H
Minitrack High Power BP
Microlock Low Power 2000
Minitrack High Power C
Minitrack High Power D
Usable Recordings
Before After






















Microlock Low and 8000
High Power
Minitrack High Power G
Microlock Low Power 4000
Microlock Low Power lO00
Minitrack High Power F
Minitrack High Power B
Minitrack High Power J
Microlock Low Power 3000
Microlock Low Power 5000
Conventional High Power T














PDISCUSSION OF RECORDING LOG TABUIATION
Included in the recording log are all tape recordings, whether or not
they resulted in usable data. The recordings are listed chronologically, and
an indication of the usefulness of the recording is given. The data beginning
and ending times refer to the reception of an R. F. carrier signal and a
detectable subcarrier oscillator modulation. Thus, the listings after about
0700 U.To on 16 March 1958 do not include usable data, since the circuitry
located ahead of the subcarrier oscillator became inoperative at that time.
A o Dates and times: All dates and times are universal. Thus, 2248,
31 January 1958 local standard time at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida_ is
0348_ i February 1958 universal time.
B o Record number: The recordings were generally numbered con-
The number is preceded by the station code as listedsecutively by station.
in Table I o
C o Transmitter : H.P. refers to the high power (60milliwatt),
amplitude-modulated transmitter which radiated at a frequency of
108o030 mc/seco L.P. is the low power (i0 milliwatt), phase-modulated_
_08o000 mc/sec transmitter°
D° Orbit number: The satellite orbits are numbered consecutively.
The orbit number changes at the ascending node.
E. Approximate acquisition: This is the approximate time at which
the RoFo carrier signal was first detected.
F. Data begins and data ends: The times, to the nearest second_
between which a readable record was obtained when the raw telemetry signal
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_as f_lltered_ discriminated_ a_d displayed cm a moving pen oscill_graph at
the SUI da_ reduction center o
Go Data qus_lity_ the data quality is a gradua+_ed s_img fS_um A to
F: wh/ch is to be luterpreted as follows :
o A° Noise free data o
B o Srha r_le _ithdn extended segmants o Sume noise°
Co Regular noise fade patterns with clear s_s
between fades o
Do Noise on s/l data o
Eo Very noisy data o Barel_-readable°
Fo No readable data°
The regular fade .patterns observed on _ l_Sses were due to
a_plitude nulls in the satellite antens_ pattern and polorization nulls as
the satellite tumbled end over end in space with a seven seeoad tumble
period o
Ho Remarks: This column contains cummauts by the data reduce_
and/or data readers o _he abbreviations and often used r_m_ks are as
follows
RSL -Recording starts lat_, usually because the receiving
station tuned in _lateo
REE - Recurdimg ands early_ usually because the recorde_ ran
Gut c_ tape_
_ Recording not redueed_ usually because there w_s a
better recardisg frum another station o
BNR .= Beginuing not reduced, usually because the recurding
frum another station was better at that time°
= Evdi_g not reduced_ usually because the recording
i_._cmano _Tbmr station was better at that t.lmeo
viii
See - R_fers to another reeordlzg o_ higher quality°
No Voice - No voice announcement was present on the voice
track° The voice track usually contained a secondary
recording idemtification_ date_ slgmal quality infor_-
tion_ time on some recordings_ and microlock station
acquisition time o
Im_ Recording Level-- Usually this w_s the result _ a low
tape recorder gain setting at _the time of ree_ing o
•o Time S_ms.l - Absence of any :Local coded_ _N_r or voice
time,
Time Base Interpolated - Rafers to those records which con-
tained caly a voice time smnoumcemast at the beginning
and end of the recording o
Times Obtained by Comparison with - Refers to those
records _hich carried no t_--_klmg, and which were
synchronized in time by comparison of the switching
pattern with amother recordimg obtained at the same
time by ano_ a_ationo
Countar _tur_ed - P_fers to those recordings in which the
a_t rate r was zero due to saturation of the G_M_
tu_e by the high lutensit.y trapped radiation°
DISCUSSION OF nAWA _.n_BUn_O_
A separate sheet is used far the data tab_latiau obtalmed from each
station recor_lug o They contain the raw data as read _._II_ from the
oscillograph records by the data reader and then_ independently_ by the data
checker° The determination of questionable switching events on the records
_s also checked by a third person o T_us, all dat_ have been double-
checked and in ms_y cases triple-checked
_e c¢_me_ts ca record number_ .date and time, d_t_ quality and
remarks vhlch m_pear in the discussion of the recording log a_ov_ a_ply
_Iso to these tabulations o Additicmal e_m_ents are as follows:
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rA o Data Reader_ The name of the person making the original reading
from the oscillograph record°
B o Data Checker_ The name of the person making the second reading°
C o Numinal Time and Time Interval: The readable data segments were
marked and subdivided _nto segments not exceeding twelve seconds in duration°
The beginning and ending of most segments were coincident with a switching
of the scaler last stage o The time interval is the duration of the segment_
and the nominal t_me is the time at the center of the segment. It is the
time to which the rate determined for that segment is attributed° In those
cases where only a few switches occurred during the recording, a maximum
rate is determined for sc_e segments° This would be the rate if the next
switch occurred just after the signal faded into the noise°
Do Count (cycles): In this column are listed the number of cycles
of the square waveform obta_ed frc_ the fifth (final) scaler stage° This
number_ times 32 is the number of ionizing events which occurred in the
counter during the time inte1_alo




Fr_n r_ the true rate R may be obtained as explained in the general discussion
above o Since this expression is double valued, care must be exercised to
determine on which branch of the curve the point lies o A few points in
the region R _ 6100 are indeterminate o Those points for which R is not near
6_-U_Ocan be placed on the proper branch by considering the position of the
satellite at _hat time o
X
F o Satellite Position (I_titude_ Longitude, and Height): The
posilions of the satellite at the nominal times were determined by the use
of the satellite position data obtained from the Vanguard Computing Center.
These datm were the result of a long time smoothing of the Minitrack
tracking data, The position of the satellite was tabulated by the
Computing Center for each minute of the operating lifetime. A straight
line interpolation between those one minute points was performed to obtain
the position at the nominal times listed. The accuracy of these positions
is believed to be better than ten kilometers in any direction,
Go Local Time Correction: This is the factor used by the data
readers to convert from centimeters on the oscillograph recording to seconds
in real. time,
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Fig° 1
Figo2
Pho_ Of the satellite 1958 All_m _tatiauo
Temlm-_ature calibration of the counting rate of the
G oM. tnabe and associated circuitry at low rates when
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_veTer, the radiatiau c_nter eperated on a higher pertiea ef the
R curm thaa expected e4 that a cerrection forz_a fer the determination
of R yam da_Kxx devised. The temperat_ _e effectj at kast at 1_ centring
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